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her own kimono in front of her grandfather, and the soldiers, being
deeply moved by this heroic gesture, dropped their guns and did
not shoot. I have always felt that little Kazuko was one of the real
heroines of the February 26 incident and she certainly saved her
grandfather from death.
JAPAN'S NEW ERA BEGINS
March i, 1936
The period of the insurrection lasted only four days and yet we
in the Embassy feel as if an era had passed since that happy evening
when we had the Saitos and Suzukis under our roof last Tuesday,
If time is measured by events, certainly an age has gone by since
then. Such things are occurring in many parts of the world from
time to time, disasters of one kind or another whether caused by
the forces of nature or by the hand of man, and the rest of us look
on objectively- We read the morning paper and say, " What an
awful catastrophe," and pass on to our daily tasks and thoughts, not
greatly moved. It is only when such things occur in one's midst and
when violent death and heroic action take place among one's friends
and almost at one's door that the shock really comes home and
remains.
Gradually, from the accounts of friends, we can now reconstruct
the way the assassinations took place, and not only do the stories
redound to the credit of the men, but they show the true stuff of
Japanese womanhood—how Viscountess Saito placed herself in front
of her husband, said, " Kill me instead ; my husband cannot be
spared by the country," and actually put her hand on the mouth
of the machine-gun until her wounds forced her aside, and how
Mrs. Watanabe lay down with her husband in her arms so that the
assassins had to force the gun underneath her body.
The story of Admiral Suzuki should live in history; Captain
Ando, pointing his revolver, discussed the situation with him for
ten minutes and when the discussion faltered, Suzuki asked : " Have
you anything more to say ? " Ando replied : " No, sir." " Then
shoot," said Suzuki, and Ando fired the three shots. One grazed
his skull but failed to penetrate the brain, one went through the
chest and lungs, and the third lodged in the leg. The chest wound
was the serious one and the Admiral lost so much blood that only
blood transfusions could save his life. It looks now as if he might
pull through. Takahashi's murder was the really brutal one : not
content with shooting, the rebel officer hacked him with his sword—
and then apologized jto the household for the " annoyance " caused.
Well, we must carry on and try to see what it is all going to mean.
One thing emerges as absolute certainty : there must be a " New
Deal " in Japan or the same, thing will happen—as predicted by the
defence counsel in the Aizawa trial—again and again* I have con-
fidence in Hirota, but he is saddled with one of the most difficult

